Second meeting of the Lead Authors

Lisbon
January 26-28, 2017
Partners
Program

January 26th

11:00 Opening of Registration
[Building II – Reception 1st floor]

12:00-13:00 Lunch
(Tickets provided at registration)

13:00-13:30 (Plenary) General Welcome
Main Auditorium
Chair: Gustavo Cardoso
Speakers: Rector of IUL, President Jorge Sampaio

13:30-15:30 (Plenary) Perspectives on Social Progress
Main Auditorium
Chair: Marie-Laure Djelic
Introduction: Marc Fleurbaey (IPSP Steering Committee), Ravi Kanbur (IPSP Scientific Council), Nancy Folbre (CLA Chapter 21)
Panel: Diana Alarcon (UN-DESA), Paul Ladd (UNRISD), Mariya ALeksynska (ILO)

15:30-16:00 Coffee Break

16:00-17:30 Chapter Meetings

18:30-21:30 Reception organized by the EDP Foundation/Lisbon City Hall
Visit of the new Museum of Art, Architecture and Technology (MAAT)
Round table: How Can Cities and Culture Contribute to Social Cohesion and Integration?
Introduction by Joao Afonso, Deputy Mayor of Lisbon for Social Rights
Panel with Saskia Sassen, Pelin Tan, one artist from Lisbon (tbc)
Cocktail Dinner

January 27th

8:45-9:30 Management meeting (CLAs only)

9:30-11:00 Chapter meetings

11:00-11:30 Coffee break

11:30-13:00 Chapter meetings and cross-cut meetings

13:00-14:00 Lunch Break
14:00-15:30  (Plenary) Toward policy and action
*Main Auditorium*
Chair: Olivier Bouin
Speakers: Luise Ruerup (FES), Mustapha Nabli (IPSP), Carmen Ortiz (Southern Voices), Michael Green (SPI), Emil Andersson (Global Challenges)

15:30-16:00  Coffee Break

16:00-17:30  Chapter Meetings

18:00-21:00  Reception organized by the Gulbenkian Foundation
Round table: Global crisis of migrations and refugees
Introduction by Isabel Mota, President / Luisa Valle, Head of Program
Panel with Michel Wieviorka, Takyiwaa Manuh, César Rodriguez
Cocktail Dinner and Visit of the Gulbenkian Museum Collection

**January 28th**

8:30-9:15  Management Meeting (CLAs and cross-cut chairs only)

9:15-10:15  Chapter Meetings

10:15-10:30  Coffee Break

10:30-12:30  (Plenary) Action Toolkits and General Discussion
*Main Auditorium*
Chair: Helga Nowotny (IPSP Scientific Council)
Two slides per chapter with speakers from the audience

12:30-13:15  (Plenary) Conclusion and planning
*Main Auditorium*
Speakers: Olivier Bouin and Marc Fleurbaey (IPSP Steering Committee)

13:15-14:15  Closing lunch

14:30-18:00  Guided Tours
Visit of the centre of refugees (50 people max)
Visit of the Lisbon street art in the neighborhood (50 people max)